


 
GELMAN, ROSENBERG & FREEDMAN 

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 
 
 
 

September 9, 2011 
 
 
To the Board of Directors 
The Jane Goodall Institute for Wildlife Research, Education and 
    Conservation and Related Entity 
Arlington, Virginia 
 
 

In planning and performing our audit of the combined financial statements of The Jane 
Goodall Institute for Wildlife Research, Education and Conservation and Related Entity (the 
Institute) as of and for the year ended December 31, 2010, in accordance with auditing standards 
generally accepted in the United States of America, we considered the Institute’s internal control 
over financial reporting (internal control) as a basis for designing our auditing procedures for the 
purpose of expressing our opinion on the combined financial statements, but not for the purpose 
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Institute’s internal control. Accordingly, we 
do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the Institute’s internal control. 

 

Our consideration of the Institute’s internal control was for the limited purpose described 
in the preceding paragraph and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in the Institute’s 
internal control that might be significant deficiencies or material weaknesses and therefore, there 
can be no assurance that all such deficiencies have been identified. However, as discussed below, 
we identified certain deficiencies in the Institute’s internal control that we consider to be 
significant deficiencies. 

 

A deficiency in the Institute’s internal control exists when the design or operation of a 
control does not allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing their 
assigned functions, to prevent, or detect and correct misstatements on a timely basis. A material 
weakness is a deficiency or combination of deficiencies in the Institute’s internal control, such 
that there is a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of the Institute’s combined 
financial statements will not be prevented, or detected and corrected on a timely basis. We did 
not identify any deficiencies in the Institute’s internal control that we consider to be material 
weaknesses. 

 

SIGNIFICANT DEFICIENCIES 
 

A significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in the Institute’s 
internal control that is less severe than a material weakness, yet important enough to merit attention 
by those charged with governance.  
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We consider the following deficiencies in the Institute’s internal control to be significant 
deficiencies: 
 

Documentation of Travel Related Expenditures 
 
Previous Years Comment: During the course of our audit, we reviewed a random sample of the 
travel related charges incurred on the corporate credit card. As a result of our review, we noted 
numerous instances where receipts in excess of the Institute’s threshold were missing. We 
strongly recommend that all employees be reminded of the current policy. In addition, we 
recommend that the Finance Department be more diligent in following up on the missing 
documentation. 
 
Current Year Status:  Our current audit work once again revealed instances of missing 
documentation to support charges incurred on the corporate credit cards.  Accordingly, we 
continue to recommend management remind all employees of the current policy regarding 
submission of receipts and also recommend that the finance department be more diligent in their 
review of the credit card documentation submitted by employees to ensure compliance with 
management’s policy on the submission of the receipts. 
 

Overseas Field Office Reporting and Implementation of New Financial Software 
 

Previous Years Comment: During the course of our prior year audit work, it came to our 
attention that several overseas offices (most notably, offices in Congo and the Democratic 
Republic of Congo) did not submit reports in a timely manner or submitted reports which were 
not reviewed and approved; and, in some cases the cash reported in the field office ledger did not 
reconcile to the cash as stated either on hand or in the bank accounts. Accordingly, while the 
Institute has been implementing new software in several field offices, we identified several areas 
which we believed were critical areas of control and should be addressed upon the 
implementation of the new software.  Following is a list of those areas: 
 

 Documentation of and dating of approvals by employees in the field and at HQ; 
 Report format and reconciling schedules for all asset and liability accounts;  
 Reconciliation and documentation of all bank and cash accounts on a monthly basis; 
 Submission of general ledger detail from the field office to HQ for proper analytical 

review and analysis; 
 Formatting of field office general ledger so that it is in line with HQ general ledger 

account coding; 
 
Current Year Status: We noted management has completed the implementation of Navision in 
Tanzania and has completed the implementation of QuickBooks software at several of the 
smaller field offices.  We are also pleased to report that management is in the process of 
completing a review and revision to its field office financial policies and procedures manual.  
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Supporting Documentation for Expenditures 
 

Previous Years Comment: Our 2009 audit work revealed significant improvement with respect 
to the documentation which supports the payments made by the Institute. However, our testwork 
revealed a few instances where supporting documentation was missing. Accordingly, we 
continue to recommend that management emphasize the importance of having proper supporting 
documentation for all disbursements. 
 
Current Year Status: Our 2010 audit work revealed that with the exception of certain travel 
related expenses (please refer to our comment titled “Documentation of Travel Related 
Expenses”) all expenditures were properly documented with supporting invoices. 
 

Accounting for Cost Share Expenditures 
 

Previous Year Comment: We noted that certain cost share expenditures were reported to the 
U.S. Government on their required forms (the 269 report quarterly), but were not entered in the 
general ledger. Accordingly, the Institute was unable to provide detailed schedules which 
supported the amount of cost-share expenditures.  We recommend that all cost share 
expenditures (whether in cash or in-kind) be recorded within the general ledger so that the 
amounts reported to the U.S. Government can be supported by the accounting records. 
 
Current Year Status: Management has revised its chart-of-accounts and has implemented 
procedures so that all expenditures which qualify as cost share expenditures (whether in cash or 
in-kind) is recorded within the general ledger.  

 
 

____________________________________ 
 

OTHER AREAS OF CONCERN 
 

In addition to the aforementioned significant deficiencies, we noted other areas of 
concern, that while not considered material weaknesses or significant deficiencies we believe 
merit the attention of those charged with governance. 

 
Personnel Files 

 
Previous Years Comment: Our audit work revealed that employee personnel files did not 
contain all required documentation. We recommend management develop a checklist of required 
documentation and review each file for completeness. 
 
Current Year Status:  We noted no exceptions in documentation to be included in the personnel 
files.   
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Personal Credit Card Charges 

 
Previous Years Comment: Our audit revealed that the Institute does not have a formal policy 
which prohibits the use of the corporate credit for personal use.  We strongly recommend that 
management adopt a policy prohibiting personal charges with corporate credit cards. 
 
Current Year Status: Management issued a new employee handbook in December 2010 that 
prohibits personal charges with corporate credit cards.   

 
Review of Procurement Procedures (HQ and Field) 

 
Previous Years Comment: During the course of our audit, we noted that Headquarters is 
currently not documenting procurement in accordance with the guidelines set out by the 
Institute’s policies manual. However, it is our understanding that the procurement process being 
conducted in the field offices is being conducted under a separate and more recently updated 
manual. Due to the fact that the Institute receives funding from the U.S. Government, it is 
mandatory that the Institute have an organization-wide procurement policy. Accordingly, we 
recommend that the Institute review and update the Field Office and Headquarters procurement 
policies so that they are consistent. 
 
Current Year Status: Our audit work did not reveal any inconsistencies between the Field 
Office Procurement process and the HQ procurement process. 

 
Policies and Procedures 

 
Previous Years Comment: We noted the following regarding the policies and procedures of the 
Institute: 
 
 The Institute’s policy manual has not been formally updated since 2003. The current manual 

includes many policies that are either outdated or no longer in place. We recommend that the 
Institute update its formal accounting policies and procedures manual as soon as possible. 
 

 In prior years, we noted numerous checks on the bank reconciliation that were over one year 
old. These checks totaled approximately $7,000. While not material to the Institute’s overall 
financial situation, we recommend that the Institute establish a policy which requires the 
investigation and adjustment of all checks which remain outstanding for more than 180 days. 
 

 In prior years, we noted that the Institute posted un-coded credit card charges to a suspense 
account that was recorded as an expense. When and if the Finance Department received the 
coded charges and verified that the charges were authentic, the expense account was properly 
credited. However, at year-end there were balances remaining in un-coded charges in this 
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suspense expense account. Because we believe these amounts to technically be receivables 
until the charges are authenticated, it would be appropriate to record such charges to a 
receivable account instead of an expense account. 

 

 In prior years, certain changes were made to the fixed assets schedule. As a result, at year-
end, the schedule provided during the fieldwork did not agree to the audited figures from the 
prior year. Although the sum of the differences between all accounts was not significant, this 
created undue complications in testing and reconciling the fixed assets. We recommend that 
in the future, the Institute staff should verify that the schedules maintained during the year 
and provided for the audit are properly reconciled to the ending balance from the prior year. 
 

 The Institute has increased its capitalization threshold to $2,500. However, such change has 
not been documented in writing and added to the finance manual where appropriate. We 
recommend that revised manual include this change. 

 
Current Year Status: The Institute is in the process of revising its policies and procedures to 
address the items noted in our previous comment. We recommend management complete the 
revision and implementation of its policies and procedures. 

 
Field Office Fraud 

 
Current Year Comment: During 2010, management discovered that a field office grant 
accountant had misappropriated approximately $15,000 of funds Management appropriately 
terminated the grant accountant and has recovered approximately $4,000 of the misappropriated 
funds and is pursing collection with respect to the remaining balance.  It should be noted that the 
funds that were misappropriated were not related to a U.S. Government funded program. We 
understand that management has reviewed its current policies and procedures with respect to its 
field office internal controls and we recommend that any changes to the current policies and 
procedures be documented in the field office policies and procedures manual which is currently 
under review as noted above. 
 

__________________________________ 
 

This communication is intended solely for the information and use of management, audit 
committee, others within The Jane Goodall Institute for Wildlife Research, Education and 
Conservation and Related Entity, and the Board of Directors and is not intended to be and should 
not be used by anyone other than these specified parties. 
 
       Sincerely, 
 

       GELMAN, ROSENBERG & FREEDMAN 

 
       Robert W. Albrecht 
       Certified Public Accountant 
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